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Film Title     ..            , ,ÿ '

Subtitles " "027 'ÿ": ÿ0ÿhare are ÿ?

: " ÿthe sea

"ÿChildren should not ÿo.,tÿere

Don tt worr,ÿ:
• ,I wil! cÿe back with a biÿ cat chh

B0Y mÿNING          oÿ3 It seems a long time ago that I was

'              i' ÿ                             f  .....
a ÿO0ÿr,

:But the ÿears have not been manor.

The sights and sounds of my boyhood are

still fresh.

I can almost feel the sand and surf

on my bare feet; smell the salt air of

mÿ," village by the sea.



CUOF BOY o8g

.T

Mylworld ÿas simple then.

My Uncles were simple men.

They Ime.2 the sea.

They knew how the sall workedÿ the

wlndsÿand the waves.

HULL SHOT OF
SAIL BOAT

,' .ÿt3..` 097
i

They did. nSt think, as I do now, how

boats like theirs once cerrÿed our

ancestors across the greaÿ[eeeans,,'ÿ

to the islands of the wide Pacific

and the far shores of Africai.ÿ  ..........  i:iiÿiÿ•

112        My uncles have forgotten how far we

reached in that distant past.      '
,. ,,,                o  ...........

gaN ROWING                I16        Todey they carry their hopes no far%her

" :'     '; ÿÿ ÿÿ" ÿ ÿ" "ÿ'"  ......  than their oÿrs will take themÿ

NETS
.131        Thelr lives are trapped in flshnetso

Sorrow to them is an empty net.

dÿ-,

Bad luck'  Nothings.

Subtitles                 154        ÿoÿ is the catch?



NS BOy AND MAN:,ÿ. 5  .......  ÿ , :161  :U:ÿÿ ÿHow cruel the sea can be.
IN BOAT

,ÿ-: ÿ',;     ..  ,  ÿ:-  . ÿ.ÿ  ....  ÿ '.ÿ  ÿ:: ÿ  .. 'j /'ÿ"   Hpw hard are our lives.

NET BEING CARRIED i82 Much has changed in mÿvillageÿ but

' ,ÿ  not this ...                'ÿ ÿ.

:Our lives are spare  .....

....  ÿ-:.  We, have no luxuries.

BOYS SWÿMING ....  . .  193 .  ....  The pleasures we have  come free from

nature.

And our enjoyment is unforced.  The wind

:ÿin,ÿthe palm trees; our gentle river; the

green shade of our fields; childhood

-ÿfriends; theÿslow movement of our days.

, BOY DRÿG FROM
COCONOÿ

! 214.   ÿ .-'Jÿ many ways life is pleasant here.

, --   f .. But there is a meanness in our lives.

Boredom.

f  ) :

223 We have begun to see  ...

....  how our lives are  bounded with pettiness .oo

how small our dreams have been.

People are not content.



Ou:r childreh"are bonded eaÿi'y to rigourÿ

. ÿ. and they never escape it in all their

lives

r  ,

CU OF PLOUGHMAN

'!:,-.::;u.:  : t .+-", . .. ",: :"

264., ::;Ali their life is work.

'ÿ Unending work,

The plough runs a furrow unchanged since

mankind was young.

'ÿ'" 'ÿ"  '"' ""ÿ'*  ' And this is-not because we l!iiÿ'eÿ"itÿ  "

"ÿ:"lÿor because we know no better;

:/" nor indeed because we will not change our

" :ancient ways.

:  .......  '28'5': "   " :: Bÿecause we are poorÿ we can afford only

the old ways, Even the bullock and the

.ÿ:,  ....  'ÿ.=i ÿ.:..'!.-ÿ.,, iiÿ'camel are a""bhrden on our"farms, for ÿhey

.......  :"""'  ....  ÿ '  .....  :; must be fed.

÷

310

Only our people come cheap,

Their hands and feet and aching backs cost

next to nothing.

Women and children are cheapest of all,

Their singlug in the field is not merely

beautiful:  it is an act of courage,



Hÿ¥ 'BEING-TURNED' "ÿ "ÿ; ÿ :",935,  ........  Nature is bountifÿl here.

Yearlyÿ our land is rich with grain.

Yet food is a problem.    ,  ....

Much is lost; much is wasted°

VILLAGE SCÿE 353 Much is wasted between farm and kitchen,

.,Much is wasted.

Lÿ

COOKING POT 361 In the kitchen it is not food we waste,

but, human beings.

We waste their mindsÿ their talents.

:  • ÿ ÿiÿ

I wonder what our women could do if

they were freed from the kitchen.

Even here3 trapped as they are by their

children and the endless grind of povertyÿ

they have created one of the great arts

of our people - our cooking.

What would they create if they escaDed the

s-ÿeat and smoke of the kitchenÿ

TREES

.    k

390 Some lucky few have always escaped.

Escaped the merciless labour which is

the common lot.

Through themÿ over the centuriesÿ we have

known what lies beyond the lush of the

fields and the heat of the blacksmiths' fiÿe.



L¸ÿ_' ÿ  ÿ  frI¸  ÿ. ,ÿL    • A hunted  e neratlozs haVe(ÿeft ÿ ÿtheir,ÿ

mark on beaten brass and chiselled wood.

WOCD SEQUENCE Long centuries guide the sculptor's

hand aud eye.

Our traditions live not

and wood:

only in metal

they live in our peopleÿ in the ordered

detail of our daily lives o

MAN AT TAB Eo,ÿ

J

42O The past is woven everywhere into the

familiar patterns of our days.

Like birdsongor the colours of the earth

, ÿgur old arts have been changeless, yet

iÿaver new.

Through them our souls have sung.

In them our spirit dances.

MAIÿ PLAYING FLUTE

,ÿ.ÿ •     7, ÿ        ÿ

463        The earth is rich with music and we are

a part of it - as a flute is part of the

morning song of the wind across the fields.

in other places the music has been

different.  Drums instead of flutes.

. I   ÿ' ÿ  i,ÿ ,  ÿ '?rL



:'ÿ7-

• .L,_ ,,,,

LfMen have gone to the moon with the roaring

:  ....  ÿstrength of their minds.

, :., ..     ÿ,:"  " ,,!But what they saw from out there was what

': =,,ÿ'  '  ,ÿ     ' we already knew.

- .',ÿJ" ÿ" if''

•           That all the great green beauty of this

. : 3  ' / ,

%

,:.,,::earth cannot be divided into little

:separate parts.

We live in a big villageÿ sll of us.

FOREST

k

.Across the face of the earth this village

-.          . ..;    .

:5

spreads.

,:  ....  , _.L It does not matter what continent or people

::,_  ........  .we look at) whether they are' poor or richÿ

,ÿ. ÿ:., ,, ÿIf they are poor their lives are caught

:, 'ÿ-.L. ,:,like ours in rhythms that have

.:..ruled for a thousand years.

The same chores are done.

-, The same burdens borne.. , j:,

2 L¸ÿ, ÿ.,j:, •  .,,

. ,ÿ. L ,,L Though we differ in colour and creedÿ

language and cultureÿ we wear alike

--the tÿtterÿd clothesof poverty.

'": Close to the tired earth we liveÿ its

flies and its fleas a blight upon

our children.



8ÿ

'ÿ  BIG ÿITY!'SCEÿÿ  ÿ ÿ  ....  ÿ551     ,  The lands of the rich looÿdifferentÿ but

.... ,ÿ.ÿ,!ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ,ÿ ÿ  ....  ÿhey too are part of the big village.

,ÿ(  .....  , ÿ:ii  ÿ.-ÿ  ....  ,ÿ       ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿ i, /ÿ,Thelr huts are high towers and their

,ÿ ÿ,., lives are ringed with stone and steel.

They eat well and look well, the rich of

. this worldÿ but they have built on sand°

For they have forgotten the green earth

and the gentle wind,

.ÿ•   They have poisoned their rivers and seas in

ur   ÿ  their search for wealth.

,°ÿ ÿ, ,  ÿ-They have marched to the brave music of

o, ÿ,-  ..........  ÿ:imodernityÿ and wandered into a great

.ÿ   iÿ::, rÿdesert of the spirit.

MOFKS GOING lÿTO',ÿ,ÿ ÿ ÿ ÿr 'ÿ590 ÿ
TÿJLPLE

,ÿ For the richÿ as for the poorÿ there are

answers in our temple bells.

There are answers in the words of ancient

. ÿ seers.

There are answers from the distant past.

• ,ÿ/ But what do we say to hungry children?



"ÿ 14AÿI(ET PL/ÿCE  ....  ......  'ÿ' ÿ 641 ÿ!  "  ....  What do we say to our crowded poorÿ

,-  The answers they need are different.

.2i ,  ,ÿ kÿ They need food and clothing9 a decent life.

They need reasons why in this big village

of the world they are poor and others rich°

LS OF FIELD 665 The reasons for our poverty are many.

They are spun in a story that is old and

,,vio!ent.

It is a story of our peoplesÿ weakness

and the strength of others.

It tells how our petty quarrels let others

,ÿrule our lands.

V ILIAGE  COUNCIL" But a new age is on us now.

• In the councils of our small village we

< -   now are masters of our own lands.

Our laws and judges are now our own.

UN - GA :..[NTERIO£ÿÿ ,In the large conclaves of the big village

. :'   ÿ:... '   ,, ÿ  .....  too a new age has dawned.

,:,'.ÿ      ... ,, .  .....  -  ....  ",Iu splendid hallsÿ before the gathered

;, ,ÿ. ; ,,:  ,ÿ,ÿ ÿ  .......  , world new voices have been heard.
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Around the globe the poor haVeÿibeen aroused.

"' ÿThe proud flags of our awakenlug have

• ÿchanged how the world looks.

It has changed the world's traffic

of peopleÿ of ideas and of goods.

t is changing hcÿ the ÿorld thinks

d speaks.                     ÿ  ......

ZOOM iN SHOT
OF GENERAL ASSEMBLY

. • : .

742         After long centuries of blood and war the

voices of reason begin a fragile .ÿrdie o

'-ÿ  ....  The voices of the poor are weak stillÿ

:ÿ ÿ   ÿÿ  but the message is important.

:"iÿ    Our countries have much of the world's

'            ÿeslth though we have not used it - yet.

Our people are a vast majority on this

:ÿ :  ....  : /ÿ " " ÿarth butwe do not rule iÿ ÿ,.ÿet..-ÿ).ÿ.',i

"ÿ" ÿ': ':  ......  :' - "ÿ  ' But things will change.

'ÿ ÿ"" ÿ'    ÿit is best they change ÿ.acefully.

SPEAKER AT FOÿlÿi 7 7].. The rich do not listen yet with respect.

But otherswho are poor3 doÿ,ÿisten. /

" There is hope that people everywhereÿ in

" ÿ all parts of the big villageÿ will

'ÿ 'ÿ"ÿ""understand how things must change.



i¸

Vÿ.LAÿ SHOTS '-    "       •  '

p zÿ, iiiÿ

784ÿÿ -ÿ ÿ  ÿ Iu the beaten paths of -our poor villages

....  people mustunderstand that"our heaviest

'ÿ          burdens are not water or wood.

;ÿhey are old hate and ancient prejudice.

COiDUBED ÿ"    ÿ

FESTIVAL

5

8i0

Like the rich in distant lands the rich

amongst us too must look beyond'theiÿ gates°

Feasts and festivals aiÿe fÿm for all'3 but

not if only some have food°

For though fortune's twiÿlÿ/ÿ lights now

smile upon themÿ who can speak for tomorrow?

Tm the long view of history our age is

young yetÿ

its moveÿentSoÿ like the dance of children,

promise grace and fullness..

But our hopes are born amidst the decay

of a dead age.

iÿ much ÿaÿllnes-s to endure.
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, "SH0ÿLINE SEQUENCE ;:'ÿ.  'ÿ!,-852ÿ " ÿ " ,ÿ:,In the big<,,yillage of this ÿorld.we must

.....  ÿ"<ÿ .,!".<.,.ÿ,.-live in hope°   Hope for our children,

.-,,-;ÿ, . ,  .........  " ÿ hope for the poorÿ hope for the ÿorld

•     ÿ'ÿ: ,,.- ÿ  ......  ÿat large.

• <.

FADE OUT 909

.,];: .


